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One word:

Whatever we thought it reflects our true identity. If our thoughts are
pious, it makes us pious. If our thoughts are good, it makes us good. If
our thoughts are corrupt, it makes us corrupt. Our thoughts make us
divine. Our thoughts make us devil. It is because; before anything
happens everything begins in our thoughts. We’re made of our
thoughts. The way we thoughts the way we become.

If our thoughts are strong, we feel strong and if our thoughts are
weak, we feel weak. Our thoughts are like chemistry. It reacts with us
and diffuses everywhere. Every thought impact us both internally and
externally.

If we ever allow our thoughts to roam freely, it’ll lead us somewhere
else. Our thoughts are like the seven horses of a chariot. We’ve to
control it; otherwise it’ll start controlling us. Therefore our thoughts
need proper direction and proper guidance. It is only possible through
our knowledge and wisdom.

_________________

***

Do your work, don’t postpone it. Never allow your mind to postpone
anything in your life. Only a weak person postpones his work again and
again.

***

Laziness makes you dull, though you’re alert. Your laziness is like a self
made disease. This will tear out your talent.

***

The best book always inspires you; it is like your best friend. The worse
book always despairs you; it is like your worse foe.

***

If you want to improve yourself, then first of all you’ve to ask yourself.
Always remember that nobody can improve you accept yourself.

***

If you know how to judge yourself, then you, too, know how to judge
others.

***

Before you inspire others, first of all you should inspire yourself.

***

Love is the feelings of inner heart. Once you know how to love yourself,
you, too, learn how to love others.

***

Positive thoughts are like medicine, it’ll always heal you. But negative
thoughts are like poison, it’ll always harm you.

***
Many people tried to teach others before they learn anything.

***

Negative thoughts are like weeds which grow unwanted in our fertile
mind. It makes us weak and coward. And it kills us before anything
happens.

***

The harsh situation of life would be smile with you when you adjust
yourself according to it.

***

Start your day with some strong thoughts; you will see even in your
tough situation, you’ll feel strong.

***

You can’t stop the worse part of your life, but if you apply the tactics of
positive perspective in your life, then you can fight back against the
worse part of your life.

***

While chasing your life’s goal, you must forget your hungry desires,
because yours hungry desires will burn you down. It’ll divert your mind
from your goal.

***

If you play a game to win, and by chance you loss it, it’ll break your
moral. But if you play a game to enjoy it, then you’ll never feel
anything.

***

Always wait for the ultimate come out of your work. Never allow
yourself to trap in speculations and anticipations. Nothing happens
before time and nothing happens after time; everything happens in
time.

***

Always observe the things closely with your open eyes, with open mind
and with open heart, analyze it until you wouldn’t satisfy with yourself,
and then finally approach for it.

***

Quarrels always happen due to misunderstandings. Misunderstandings
are like clouds of doubts which sealed your conscience.

***

Never over react with anybody, it’ll not only steal your happiness but
also wear out your cool and calmness.

***

Always try to nourish your mind with beautiful thoughts. Because your
thoughts are like seeds before it germinate into beautiful seedlings.

***

Right choice and right approach lead you to the right path of your life. It
is like a right angle of your life. If you choose the right angle in your life;
you’ll reach in your right destiny. And if you choose the wrong angle in
your life; then you’ll reach in your wrong destiny.

***
Another name of life is sacrifice. Nobody can achieve anything without
sacrifice. Sometimes you’ve to sacrifice your happiness and comfort to
achieve anything in your life. Never feel bad for that. It is a part of life.

***

Don’t disclose your secrets to anybody; but try to disclose the real
meanings of your secrets so that you would practice in your life.

***

To develop yourself, always keep positive auto suggestion. It’ll make
you feel strong and keep you focus in your goal.

***

If you recall your bad experiences of life, you can’t live in your present
moment. It is like you’re trapping yourself into deep ditch. It is like you
want to spend your entire life in dark cell.

***

Life is very precious. Never waste your life in meaningless things. Make
your life meaningful.

***

Every time you can’t get special moment in your life. But you can try to
make your every small moment special.

***

When you cultivate great ideas and thoughts in your life, you’ll rise to
greatness. The great men are made of great ideas and thoughts.

***

If your deeds are good, its results are always good. It is like if you sow
good seeds in your field, then you will always reap good fruits.

***

To understand anything in your life, first of all you must know yourself.
The better you know; the better you become.

***

Don’t live your life in darkness, light your candle before it engulfs you
into its darkness.

***

See the two wheelers, it always running on the road. If anytime, one of
the wheels will get imbalance, then what will happen. Similarly our life
is. Our life always needs balance.

***

Always try to become a responsible person in your life, because only a
responsible person can make a great mark in his life. And the others will
follow him.

***

Whatever you do in your life; whether for yourself or for others, only
your good deeds will be count.

***

Many people passed their career exams with flying colors; but only few
of them could pass their life’s exam with the same colors. Always
remember that life is also a big exam. And we all like examinee.

***

Many people failed in their life, because of their fear of failure. They
don’t know that failure is neither permanent nor temporary. Failure is
also a part of life.

***

Self-believe is the biggest source of your inspiration. It is well said that
faith can even moved the giant mountain. So never lose your selfbelieve. If you believe, you can do anything in your life.

***

Inspire will make you good or bad, high or low, successful or failure.

***

One who stops to care others, others will stops to care him.

***

Our destiny is always unknown to us. But we’ve to work harder and
harder whatever we do in life. Then our work will decide our destiny.

***

Habit makes you its servant. If you cultivate good habits in your life;
your life will become like a heaven. And if you cultivate bad habits in
your life; your life will become like a hell.

***

If you want to notice from others, then you’re making fool of yourself.

***

Absence of common sense is the biggest enemy of ours.

***

Never ever try to comment on anybody’s personal life whether he is
good or bad or he is your closed mate.

***

Some people enjoy while giving comments on others’ bad times. But
they forget to give any comment on their own bad times.

***

If you want to maintain a good relationship with anybody, then always
try to understand his or her feelings. Never try to hurt their feelings.

***

Always try to keep your inner and outer world in proper balance,
because only a balance man can do anything in his life.

***

Your mistakes are the first lesson to learn something better in your life.

***

Complete your commitments when it comes into your mind. Never
leave for the next day.

***

You can’t live your life in the world of dreams and fantasies, because
life is the world of practices and realities. Your life demands action from
you.

***

Thoughts are very powerful. It is more powerful than anything else. It
makes you both very powerful and very weak. Don’t allow to roam it
freely. Control it!

***

What the whole world think and talk about you, you just forget about
them and move on in your cherish goal. Never react with them.

***

Some people concentrate on other people’s life rather than in their life.
That’s why they are always remained unhappy in their life.

***

If you know that you’re correct then it is meaningless to react with
some other’s false criticisms.

***
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